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2017 will  be a very significant year.  We need to attack and destroy the enemy
power structure and let nothing behind. This is a rotten structure and it must be
overthrown, and its collapsing by its own mistakes. We need to facilitate this and
make its own demise faster and more brutal. After these 13 days we will change the
RTR's, but not earlier. We need to keep up the pressure to overthrow the tyrannical
enemy governments and also force things to a conclusion where they cannot lie to
the populace anymore. The enemy is planning a massive genocide and holocaust
in Europe, and they want to exterminate these people, and aside them, render all
others  whom they  victimize  completely  incapable  to  react  to  jewish  demands.  

Look in the ME and how the enemy is merciless. Event hough these people have
nothing, even though they believe in the jewish hoax of allah, the jews not only
show no mercy, but they destroy them all the more. There is no reconciliation with
the enemy, and they never display humanity or mercy..

Aside  of  this,  many  places  which  are  kept  in  order  only  because  some  more
'civilized'  places  give  help  to  them,  will  go  down  the  drain,  and  this  includes
continents. If you are fine with watching children die, mass impoverishment, and
jews destroying you and spitting at your face, then by all  means don't do these
rituals, and go take your petty life or something, die from boosetard, or die from
overplaying video games for one week straight without sleep or food. 

As for people who are considering themselves more than slimy garbage than the
98% of "Goyim admitted" slaves...The masters rivalling the tyrannical 1% of the
enemy...  

As all of you know, we are reaching a crucial point where even the last 'idiot' down
the street will understand, whether they like it or not. This is reflected into worldwide
events, elections, and reactions by the populace displayed by media rejection and
many other things. People are gradually waking up and their minds will  become
more fertile for our ideas.

People will  keep 'denying'  reality until  it  is too late, and this is exactly what the
enemy wants. The enemy also wants faith in their system, which is proven to lead
everything to destruction in a couple of years, even if it took centuries to build. One
example is Sweden. Sweden was once glorified about how developed it was as a
country,  now  Sweden  in  15  years  will  become  worse  than  Somalia.  Because
Somalia has been filling Sweden anyway. So it will become what it has become.
Unless these are stopped, both Sweden and Somalia will just die horribly. And the
enemy will be laughing.

And let me tell you what the jews have done in Somalia is that half people there
have AIDS, drown in poverty, and people live with less than one dollar a month. And
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Whites who want to help just can't do anything, because jewnicef and many other
jewish liars are in the way, squandering even the buck you send to buy Rolls Royce
to tour Israel with. 

You know about the whole situation for a reason, and because you CAN act on it by
doing these Rituals. 

What most people may forget is that this war between us and the enemy didn't
happen one century ago. It has been ongoing for thousands of years. As such, we
need to be patient and fight daily. In the same way you drink or eat, you need to
supply in your Soul with the food that you are doing your purpose back to help
mankind in some way. I feel sorry for people who don't care or have let themselves
so down as to believe the enemy that lies to them that they are garbage. Because
you are not. You can actually make change in your own way. Its easy to do your
part.

Ask people in the Middle Ages before these happened. Would you like to do some
Rituals for an hour a day in order to escape your punishment, anguish, and slow
lingering death that lasted years? What do you think will be their reply?

If you asked Europeans in the bubonic plague, if, only if they did some RTR's to get
the jews out,  they would never have died? I  can go on and on with examples.

You are here, because other people decided to do this for you, to fight. Just think
for a while how much labor has went into you existing. You need to labor in your
own way for a better tomorrow. As for the rest of the billions who don't, don't you
worry, these aren't making it any far anyway, as they are nowhere. If you pay close
attention these beings exist for no other purpose than to feed the jewtrix mostly, and
then,  while  its  fed  enough,  it  will  famine  them  from  where  it  made  them.  

As admitted in the enemy texts, there will only be kept a few necessary for the jews
as slaves and all others will die. Same as the multicultural icing cake, and cherry
berries of the 'colorful' civilization of rainbows and tolerance. If shit hits the fan, with
the  technology  and many  other  things  that  will  come to  exist,  numbers  will  be
reduced  like  flies.  Make  the  difference  now,  because  you  ARE  the  difference
already.

Planetary alignments such as Pluto in Aquarius will  not bring wonderful benefits
with jews in power,  but  mad tech and many other things that  will  obliterate the
masses  like  cattle  and worse.  The jews are  trying  to  shill  and  keep  lying  and
terrorizing to keep power as much as possible. 

We  need  the  jews  out  of  the  governments  and  Gentiles  to  take  the  wheel  to
distribute and advance technology in positive ways, liberating humanity from this
misery, taking care of the planet etc. While the age of Pisces could have been the
age of transcendence, Magnum Opus and spirituality, the enemy turned it into the
age of suffering, lies and deception. Its your purpose as fighters of Saty-an to NOT
allow this to happen again. 



Lastly,  if  you  are  the  very  selfish  type,  I  don't  see  what  more  formidable
alliance/friendship you can have than Satan or the Gods in that sense, and getting
a  chance  to  live  forever  or  at  least  increase  your  personal  power  and  gain
knowledge or attainment than billions won't. No matter who you are, fighting wins
you a lot  of  things.  You also learn about  magick and you become stronger  by
application. The list goes. 

For that reason, the RTR's we will be doing are the following:

________________________

Reverse Torah Ritual: Restoring Communications 

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/11_9_Ritual.htm

AYF � TSEHR--'AH�--AH--LOHK � YAIN-UP--L�A'-- �

AHV-HUH-HUY � MAHTS-EEF-EH � MAHSH-EEM-UU �

TSEHR--'AH�--AH--LOHK � TAHFF-US � AHV-HUH-HUY �

LAHL-AHB � MAHSH-EEK � LEHV-AHB � AHM-USH �

AHR-AHK � NAYK-L�A�-- �

After vibrating the above paragraph 9 times, state with conviction 9 times:

� Vibrate AUM
� The Jews have lost all control of the media and of all communications totally, 
completely and permanently
� All media and communications are now free for Gentiles
� Vibrate AUM

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

End of Ritual 

___________________________________

Disarming the Enemy: Restoring Justice

http://www.angelfire.com/wizard/pixie666/I5417.htm

SSS � AHV-OH-HUHY-MEHN � EET-EE-AYM �

MAHT-AHK-DEETS-UHV/W � AHV-OH-HUHY � AYD-V/WAH �
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TAHL-AHKH-AHN � TOHZ � EE- EESH-AHRT � TAHP-SHEEM-AHL �

KAHT-EE-MUU- KAHT � NOHSH-AHL-LAHKH-UHV/W �

KHAHL-TSEEYH � OHL KHEE-AHL-AH � RAH-TSUUYH �

EEL-K-LAHK

After vibrating the above paragraph 9 times:

Vibrate V/W--AH--V/W � V/W--AH--V/W � V/W--AH--V/W
[Pronounced V/W--AHH--V/W]

State with conviction 9 times:

All weapons formed against the Jews are completely effective against them in every
way and at all times.
All accusations and judgments against the Jews prevail, succeed, and are 
effectively and permanently enforced in every way and at all times. 

After you have stated the above affirmation 9 times, vibrate
V/W--AH--V/W � V/W--AH--V/W � V/W--AH--V/W
once again to close the ritual.

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

End of Ritual 

___________________________

Restoring Gentile Power and Right to Rule Our Own Nations

http://www.angelfire.com/wizard/pixie666/D724.htm

Vibrate the following paragraph of words 9 times. What this means is vibrate each 
of the words below, every word from the first word to the last. That is one time. 
Then, vibrate the same again and again until you have done this 9 times.

MAH-TOH � AHKH-DEEM-SHEEHH � D �AH�-- �

AHKH-EHN-AHFF-UHB � SHEE � VAYTS-AHYH-TEEYH-OHL �

MEEYH-AHM-AHSH-AHH � TAHKH-AHT-EEM � MAHM-UHSH-TEH �

AHT-DAHV �AH�-- HAH-AYV/W � AHKH-EHD-AHY -UHB �

MEH-YAYKH-LAHM � NAHT-AHN-AYV/W
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After vibrating the above paragraph 9 times:

Vibrate V/W--AH--V/W � V/W--AH--V/W � V/W--AH--V/W
[Pronounced V/W--AHH--V/W]

Then, state with conviction 9 times:

All Gentiles are completely free of any and all Jewish control, Jewish laws, and 
Jewish enforced rulership.
All Gentiles are completely free of any and all Jewish commands, coercion, threats,
directions, and demands.
All Gentiles are completely free to govern their own nations without any Jewish 
interference whatsoever.
The Jews have totally and completely lost all power, domination, interference and 
authority over Gentiles and their affairs. 

After you have stated the above affirmation 9 times, vibrate
V/W--AH--V/W � V/W--AH--V/W � V/W--AH--V/W
once again to close the ritual.

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

End of Ritual 

_____________________________

Reversing the 42 Letter name of the jew (((God)))

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Ritual_42.html

RAISE YOUR ENERGIES AND VIBRATE THE PARAGRAPH BELOW 6 TIMES:

AHT-OHYUH � AHTZUHV � OHK � AHSH � KOHZ � EHP �

UHL � AYG � OHYUH � AH � AHN � UUT � VOHK �

EHKH � GAHT � EE-TZAHR � AHT � AHV � AYHSH �

UKH-EEYUH � UH-DEEG � AHN � SH-AH-EE-TAHN � AH �

EER � OHK � UHTZAHT � OHYUH � UHG � UHB � AHH

Vibrate SATANAS

After vibrating SATANAS, state with conviction 6 times:
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� The Jews have lost all protection

� The Gates of Satan have permanently opened wide

� Gentiles are reacting against the Jews

� The Jews have lost all of their influence over Gentiles

� The Jews have lost all of their powers to control events

� The Jews have lost all of their power, control, and influence over the world

Vibrate SATANAS

Vibrate AUM

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!
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